Mic Platt

Mic plays many roles in life: husband, father, son, brother, teacher, guitar player, gardener, wanderer, and chicken herder. Thirteen years ago, Mic gained a new role quite by accident – Key Club Advisor – and has come to cherish the students and the memories the club provides every year. From jumping into the icy Atlantic Ocean to support Special Olympics to playing guitar and singing Christmas songs outside of Walmart for the Salvation Army, to watching students blossom into club leaders, Key Club has become his passion!

Mic has been a middle and high school teacher for 21 years both as a Special Educator and as an English teacher. Outside of school, he has several hobbies, including gardening, woodworking, playing guitar, photography, traveling, and reading books. He believes Kurt Vonnegut said it best: “I want to stand as close to the edge as I can without going over. Out on the edge you see all kinds of things you can’t see from the center.”

Mic lives with his wife, three boys, and nine chickens in Yorktown, Virginia.